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Cayenne Pepper, 90,000 HU  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #2932

This colorful, ground chili pepper will turn up 
the heat and color in your cooking. Use it in 
favorite ethnic recipes, or sprinkle it on at the 
table whenever a dish needs extra zip. 

Indian Spice (Herbal Chai) 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #5758

A spicy cinnamon aroma and flavor is combined 
with a sweet fennel nuance to produce a warm, 
inviting (now organic!) herbal tea blend – perfect 
for anytime of the day! 

Paprika, Smoked Spanish #4426

Smoked Spanish Paprika is a powder ground 
from the capsicum annum pepper.  The peppers 
are roasted over hot fires to deliver a deep smoky 
flavor to many different dishes like pork, shrimp, 
sausage dishes and paellas. 

Hibiscus Petals, Whole  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #4430

Hibiscus is a flowering plant belonging to the 
same family as cocoa and cotton. The flowers are 
popular as an herbal tea and impart a cheery red 
color and tart flavor. 

Lemon Verbena Leaf C/S 

CERTIFIED ORGANIC #4420

Lemon verbena is a very fragrant flower-
ing shrub native to South America.  Lemon 
verbena makes a very tasty tea, by itself or when 
combined with other herbs, that is relaxing and 
soothing to the tummy.

Thai Seasoning Blend  
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #2967

Inspired by the cuisine of Thailand, our  
authentic blend adds a tart, robust flavor to any 
dish. First offered in Frontier bottled size, this 
favorite organic blend is now available in bulk.

Maqui Berries
CERTIFIED ORGANIC  #4428 

Maqui berry is an intensely purple berry that 
grows throughout parts of southern Chile. Our 
berries provide 14grams of fiber per serving!  
Delicious and sweet – these berries are bursting 
with flavor and health!

Xanthan Gum #1380

Xanthan gum is used mainly as a thickener 
and stabilizer for dairy products. Also, used in 
industrial applications to add volume and  
viscosity to gluten-free baked goods and breads.

 

Lemonade Drink Mix
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #5763

Not too tart, not too sweet – our new organic 
lemonade drink mix is refreshing, clean and 
wonderfully delicious!   

Veggie Pepper Seasoning Blend
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #2748 

Enliven just about any dish – but especially 
grilled, roasted or steamed veggies - with this 
blend of rich spices. 

Chipotle Mexican Seasoning Blend 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #5760

With a burst of chipotle and cayenne this  
will quickly become your new favorite  
“Southwestern” seasoning blend!  We’ve kept  
this blend  “salt-free”. 

Adobo Seasoning Blend 
CERTIFIED ORGANIC #2968 

Adobo seasoning is an all-purpose ethnic blend 
quickly gaining popularity in southwestern 
dishes. Our Adobo seasoning features the perfect 
blend of garlic, onion and black pepper along 
with several other supporting spices. 
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